
    he Alliance™ Aluminum is a lightweight table that
   o� ers exceptional strength, unbeatable client access, 
and positioning accuracy. � is table is perfect for any of 
today’s most popular treatments in the spa, medi-spa, and 
massage � elds. 

    he Alliance™ is the most versatile wood portable table
  on the market today. This table is perfect for any massage 
therapist with a need to perform any of today’s most 
popular treatments such as esthetics, spa treatments and 
massage.   

ALLIANCE™

  MAX. OPERATING WEIGHT 550 lbs.

WEIGHT 32-38 lbs   (wood)
 30-36 lbs   (aluminum)

HEIGHT RANGE 24”-34”

  WIDTHS 27”, 30”

 LENGTH 73”

  TOP Back Rest

PADDING (CFC FREE) Semi-Firm, Plush, Firm

 UPHOLSTERY (PVC FREE) TerraTouch™, UltraTouch™

choose from over 20 colors!

  STANDARD Ultimate Access End Panel,

Shiatsu Cables - (wood only)

OPTIONS  QuickLock™ Face Rest Platform,  Arm  
 Hammock, and our full line of accessories

USA
ASSEMBLED BY

HAND IN THE

Bold - Standard   •   Italic - Additional Charge

1. PATENTED INTEGRAHINGE™

 Oakworks® exclusive design integrates the attachment of the bracing  
 system to offer incredible strength and lighter weight that no piano  
 hinge can match. 

2. UNILOCK™

 Super quick, easy to use closure system. Won’t rip your sheets.

3. ULTIMATE ACCESS END PANEL & SHIATSU CABLES (WOOD ONLY)  

 Our unique system allows you to get your legs under the table   
 at the height you work, offering the best access on the market.   
 The shiatsu cables allow the table to lie flat on the floor.

4. EXCEPTIONAL FRAME STRENGTH   
 Frames are built on a computerized machine for accuracy
 and strength, utilizing box joints that are glued and 
 screwed together.
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 CS System™ (Complementary Suspension) : U.S. Patent #6,192,809

UniLock™: U.S. Patent # 7,472,656

Shown in Ruby upholstery with optional 
QuickLock™ face rest platform & 
Aero•Cel™ face rest crescent

Shown in Orchid upholstery with 
optional QuickLock™ face rest platform 
& Aero•Cel™ face rest crescent
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The Professional’s Choice
Favorite Manufacturer Support - 2009

Favorite Treatment Table Manufacturer - ‘07, ‘08, ‘09


